THE VALUE OF EXPERIENCE

Forensic Accounting and Claims Consulting

COMPLEX CLAIMS AND ANALYSIS
ADDRESSING COMPLEX INSURANCE CLAIMS AND UNDERLYING LOSS ANALYSIS
Unexpected events can negatively impact companies in nearly any industry on any given day. These events range
from the catastrophic (e.g., natural disasters), to the obscure, such as a cyber breach or employee theft. When these
events occur, it is critical to recover losses and return operations to normal as quickly as possible.
Ankura’s forensic accounting and claims consulting team has the expertise and qualifications to address accounting
challenges for all areas of loss; quantifying and documenting the claim, as well as presenting the claim to underwriters;
and ultimately managing the process to achieve an equitable claim settlement. The team includes loss and forensic
accounting professionals, including former CFOs, architects, engineers and attorneys, and CPAs who have decades of
experience measuring commercial insurance claims.
We understand the phases and technical aspects of the claim following a loss event, including the individuals involved
in the process and the unique roles served by each.

PHASE I:
EVALUATION
AND PLANNING

PHASE II:
CLAIM PREPARATION
AND SUBMITTAL

PHASE III:
AUDIT, ADJUSTMENT,
AND SETTLEMENT

• Establish communication
protocols internally and externally.

• Track and document all property
damage claims (repairs,
inventories, etc.).

• Respond to inquiries by insurer
and their representatives.

• Establish claim team (risk
management, insurance broker,
ankura consulting, finance, legal,
operations, etc.).
• Establish timeline for claim
submission, audit and adjustment

• Determine direct and indirect
factors that impact the business
affected by the loss event.

• Prepare loss estimates to enable
proper reserves and initial
advance payment requests.

• Prepare loss analyses
demonstrating business
interruption losses in a clear and
concise format in accordance with
the policy in force.

• Establish accounting procedures
for capturing loss activity.

• Determine extra expenses related
to the loss event.
• Submit claim(s) to insurer,
including explanatory narrative,
calculations, and supporting
documentation.
• Monitor timelines for claim
(interim and final submissions).
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• Ensure timely and complete
exchange of claim documentation
and insurer’s evaluations.
• Prepare reconciliation and rebuttal
analyses to understand areas of
difference from insurer.
• Assist in final claim negotiations
and settlement as requested by
the client.

FORENSIC ACCOUNTING AND CLAIMS CONSULTING SERVICES
FORENSIC ACCOUNTING AND CLAIMS CONSULTING SERVICES
Business interruption

Product recall/product integrity

• Gross earnings/gross profits
• Contingent business interruption
• Extra expense/expense to reduce loss
• Expediting expense
• Ingress/egress
• Civil authority
• Infectious disease

Product liability (asbestos, food, products, silica, etc.)
Cyber/data breach
• Incident response
• Business interruption
Subrogation claims

• Complex deductibles
Fraud and fidelity
Values and exposure analysis
• 12-month annual reportable values

Construction

• Values at risk including interdependencies

• Scope, damages, and cost estimation

• Maximum foreseeable lost (MFL)

• Project schedule and delay analysis

• Probable maximum loss (PML)
• Contingent risk exposures

• Builder’s risk (builders risk, surety, wrap programs,
delay in start-up)

• Extra expense

• Defective design and construction

Property damage

Environmental contamination

• Building
• Contents/equipment
• Inventory and stock loss (including work
in process)

Marine claims
• Stock valuations
• Consequential losses
• Cargo/warehouse losses
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES
APPRAISAL/UMPIRE

CRISIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Our professionals are frequently asked to serve as
appraisers and/or umpires in claim appraisals. These
include matters in which we were directly involved
in the initial claim submission, as well as matters in
dispute where we had no prior involvement.

We develop C-level crisis management models and
frameworks to support our clients’ ability to recognize
crises, characterize, and escalate them appropriately
across the enterprise, as well as collaborate through
incident response and recovery. Our mobile crisis
management platform transforms outdated physical
plans and ports them to mobile telephones with
helpful functions such as secure event collaboration;
staff polling after critical events; role-based response
checklists; geolocation of all enterprise facilities and
assets; and support in hundreds of languages.

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION VALUES ASSESSMENTS
For corporate policyholders and brokers seeking
advice on business interruption exposures and
risk quantification for various purposes (including
annual renewals, new placements, establishing limits,
evaluating by-location exposures and allocations,
MFL’s, PML’s, or value-based deductibles), Ankura
provides unique insight and granularity by aligning
the values assessment process with detailed business
impact analysis (BIA) that helps determine downtime
risk for all essential business functions and processes.
BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND IT DISASTER RECOVERY
Our risk management team is a leader in business
continuity planning (BCP) in the private sector,
continuity of operations planning (COOP) in the public
sector, and helping clients align the recovery demands
of their business units with the IT department’s
capacity to support restoration priorities with
disaster recovery plans (DRP). We use cloud-based
tools to automate the process and support more
effective plan maintenance and facilitate tabletop exercise across multiple disruption scenarios.
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CYBER INCIDENT RESPONSE PLANNING
Ankura collaborates with all the stakeholders of
your organization to develop a comprehensive and
actionable cyber incident response plan that follows
industry standard best practices while assuring
that your plan is customized for your organization,
thereby ensuring practical resilience. Ankura can
also document relevant “play books” that incorporate
pertinent procedural components into your incident
response plan, making your incident response much
more efficient and effective.
THIRD-PARTY MATTERS
Ankura professionals assist clients with claims involving
damages caused by third parties regardless of any
potential insurance coverages. In addition, Ankura has
extensive experience representing companies in claims
against them by third parties, including customer claims
related to product recall/product liability matters.

UNPARALLELED SECTOR EXPERIENCE
Our team of claims experts have extensive experience in the preparation of all types of claims domestically and
globally working with multinational Fortune 100 companies to privately held companies across all sectors, including:
•• Aerospace
•• Agriculture
•• Airlines
•• Automotive
•• Banking/financial services
•• Biofuels/ethanol
•• Cement
•• Chemical
•• Consumer products
•• Food

•• Education (for-profit and
not-for-profit)

•• Paper/pulp and wood products

•• Energy

•• Professional services

•• Healthcare
•• Hotel and hospitality (including
casinos, restaurants)
•• Manufacturing
•• Metals and mining
•• Municipalities
•• Oil, gas, and refinery

•• Pharmaceuticals
•• Real estate
•• Retail
•• Technology
•• Telecommunications
•• Transportation
•• Utilities
•• Warehousing

CONSTRUCTION
Ankura has one of the world’s largest and most respected consulting professional teams, serving the construction
and insurance claim interests of owners, operators, contractors, and other entities. Many of our professionals hold
advanced degrees and professional licenses in multiple states and national certifications, and we have specialized
knowledge and hands-on expertise in project management, architecture, engineering, real estate, critical path
method (CPM) scheduling, cost estimating, construction accounting, claims pricing, and economic damages.
Our dedicated team strives to assist clients in achieving favorable resolutions while at the same time enhancing
their understanding of the legitimacy and value of construction and property liability claims. Our property damage
insurance claim-related construction services include scope, damages and cost estimation; project schedule and
delay analysis; builder’s risk; and defective design and construction evaluation.
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ADVANTAGE, EXPERTISE, AND EXPERIENCE
REPUTATION
Our professionals have an excellent reputation among risk managers, brokers, insurance adjusters, accountants,
and other insurance professionals. We bring order and insight to loss events involving large volumes of data and
complex issues.
COST/VALUE ADD
Our dedicated professionals bring a high level of efficiency to every claim preparation assignment, and our
services are tailored to the size and complexity of each engagement. The cost of our service is commonly justified
by the reduced internal resource cost and/or time commitment of our clients, along with the increase in the
compensation received as a result of accelerating the insurance recovery process and maximizing recovery.
Additionally, our fees qualify for reimbursement under “claim preparation” or "professional fees” endorsements
common to most current commercial insurance policies.
TECHNOLOGY
We maximize the use of technology to increase efficiencies and expedite the claim administration process. This
includes proprietary software applications and tools used in developing our work product, cloud-based applications
for encrypted data exchange between internal and external team members, and advanced statistical concepts
and methods such as SAS in performing our analysis. In addition, for assignments requiring more advanced data
management challenges (such as SQL applications), our claim professionals collaborate with our analytical and
digital transformation team to develop a custom-tailored solution to meet our client’s needs.
CLAIMS AUDITING
The majority of our experts began their careers and received most of their training while working for accounting
firms specializing in the audit of business interruption and property claims on behalf of insurance companies and
adjusters. Therefore, we have extensive experience representing insurers as well as policyholders and are wellversed on the unique perspective of both.
INDEPENDENCE
By providing independent and objective analysis of, and opinions on, complex financial, accounting, and economic
issues, we have earned the trust and respect of our clients and other interested parties. We do not provide
attestation services, and therefore, are free of the conflicts experienced by accounting/auditing firms. We are
not owned by or affiliated with insurance brokers, thus are independent of insurers and other parties linked
with the insurance program itself. In addition, we are not affiliated with public adjusters and do not charge on a
contingency basis.
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EXAMPLES OF ANKURA’S WORK
Ankura professionals provided professional accounting claims preparation services for clients who suffered losses
from Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria. Our team prepared more than 100 losses for business interruption,
extra expense, property damage, and contingent business interruption claims for clients across multiple
industries including energy, airlines, manufacturing, retail, consumer products, hospitality, healthcare, not-forprofit, telecommunications, and financial sectors. Issues included properly assessing multiple potential triggers
of insurance (service interruption, civil authority, ingress/egress, property damage, contingent losses, etc.),
determination of causation related to windstorm versus flood, overlapping losses, change in market conditions
post-loss, calculation of multiple deductibles, and permanent changes in business operations and customer base.
The Ankura team has the experience, depth, and dedication to successfully handle large-scale disasters.

NATURAL DISASTERS
Ankura professionals prepared the business interruption, property damage, and extra expense claim for a US-based
company that manufactures titanium dioxide, following fire damage to a manufacturing plant in Europe. Business
interruption measurement complexities included measuring the net incremental cost of mitigation efforts at other
worldwide operations, analyzing post-loss market conditions during a multi-year rebuild, among other issues. We
also assisted the client’s international accounting staff by obtaining viewer rights within the client’s SAP system and
downloading and organizing thousands of invoices and related cost center and capital project reports each month
to issue monthly interim claims. Monthly claims were prepared within seven to 10 working days after the accounting
close of each month. Our team would then reconcile to the insurers’ report within one week so that on-site meetings
could be held to discuss and work through the current areas of difference with the insurer’s international adjusting staff
and outside consultants. Throughout this process, our team hosted all interim claims, related source documentation,
insurer’s requests, reports, and responses on SharePoint so that the international client and adjusting team had direct,
real-time access to the information, which lead to a successful expedited settlement.

INTERNATIONAL LOSSES
Ankura prepared a product recall loss for a Fortune 100 pharmaceutical company resulting from a product recall
triggered by a Ministry of Health suspension of sales and marketing because of questions surrounding product safety
and alleged dangerous side effects. This resulted suspension of drug sales in the United States and numerous other
countries. Damage calculations included product recall expenses (communications, freight, disposal, etc.), product
restoration expenses, inventory, loss of gross income, and extra expenses. Ankura successfully supported the claim
through the entire claims process and ultimately reached settlement in excess of $150 million.

PRODUCT RECALL LOSSES
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ABOUT US

Ankura is a business advisory firm
defined by HOW we solve challenges.
Whether a client is facing an immediate business challenge, trying to increase the value of their
company or protect against future risks, Ankura designs, develops, and executes tailored solutions
by assembling the right combination of expertise.
We build on this experience with every case, client, and situation, collaborating to create innovative,
customized solutions, and strategies designed for today’s ever-changing business environment. This
gives our clients unparalleled insight and experience across a wide range of economic, governance,
and regulatory challenges.

At Ankura, we know that collaboration drives results.
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